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Control surface flutter of the wing torsion-control rotation type has 

been investigated for an unswept wing with an under-massbalanoed, half span, 

outboard aileron. Thirteen pairs of wings were tested, using ground launched 

rocket driven vehicles, and a range of values of aileron natural frequenoy 

was covered. The test results showed considerable scatter, but enabled 

upper and lower limits of a flutter boundary to be determined approximately. 

It was established that aileron flutter could be eliminated on the models 

tested provided the aileron frequency exceeded the wing torsional frequency 

by 20 per oent or more. In this condition the models were also free from 

single degree of freedom flutter (control surface "buzz"). 

Replaces R.A,E. Tech. Note No, Structures 308-A.R.C,23,912 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The effect of !'ach number, particularly in the transcnic region, on 
control surface flutter for finite wings has not been widely investigated 
experimentally. The theoretical treatment of the problem is made difficult 
by the lack of knowledge of the aerodynamic forces associated with control 
cscillaticn at speeds where compressibility is important. Aoccrdingly, an 
experimental investigation of wing aileron flutter has been made using ground 
launched rocket driven test vehicles, and the results are given in this Note. . 

A series of thirteen pairs of nominally identioal models was tested, 
each model having an outboard aileron. The ailerons were under-massbalanced, 
and provision was made for variation of hinge stiffness. It is characteristic 
of under-massbalanced controls that, for low values of hinge stiffness, flutter 
will occur at low speeds, and ,the wing motion will be predominantly flexural. 
If the hinge stiffness is raised, this type of flutter will be eliminated. 
At higher speeds the aileron will couple with torsion of the wing to give a 
new flutter condition. It is principally this second type of wing-aileron 
flutter that has been investigated in the present tests. 

There is, however, a third type of oscillation that may be expected to 
occur at high subsonic speeds. This is single degree o? freedom flutter of 
the contra1 surface (aileron 'buzz') and it is possible that flight records 
of this type of oscillation would be indistinguishable from records of wing- 
aileron flutter. Nevertheless, for aileron hinge stiffnesses greater than 
a certain value, neither coupled flutter nor 'buzz' ccourred, and this value 
was, in fact, very much lower than the value obtained from a oriterion which 
has been suggested as a general guide in design for the avoidance of buzz'. 

2.1 Wing details 

Thirteen pairs of wings were used in the tests, each pair consisting of 
two root-to-tip half wings which could be clamped to a central rocket motor 
representing the fuselage. Each half wing (Fig.1) was untapered and unswept 
with a span of 2 feet and chord of 1 foot. Quarter chord ailerons were 
oarried on the outboard half of each wing giving aileron dimensions of 1 foot 
span and 3 inches chord. The aercfcil section was R,A.E, 101 with a thiokness/ 
chord ratio of 0.10. A fairing was carried at the wing tip, extending over 
the total chord with a semi-circular cross section in the plane normal to the 
line of flight. 

The wing construction was of spruce with an insert of lead strip along 
the leading edge. The aileron was carried on a 20 S.J.G, steel tube with a 
brazed strip in the aileron plane (Fig.2). The aileron, which was screwed 
and glued to the tube and strip, was also of spruce. The aileron hinge 
consisted of two plain bearings at the inboard and outboard ends of the aileron, 

C the hinge brackets being attached to the wing SC that there was no disturbance 
of the contour. The inboard end of the aileron tube carried a plug with a 
splined hole on the tube centre line. An aileron torque bar with splined 
ends was fitted between the aileron tube and the wing root; the layout being 
shown in Pig.2. The torque bar was held at the wing root in a steel block 
which was attached to the bracket clamping the wing to the rocket motor. 
Variation of the material and crose a-sectiorl of the aileron torque bar enabled 
the stiffness of the aileron hinge to be varied. 

-~- -- 
9 This method of providing control circuit stiffness is representative of 
6omi: aircrat't systc;:ls ~5-611 ,;danua.l control, Yor ochcr manually Dj+ratcd 
systcma axl r'or pcx~tir o+ratd sysc~~,m a stif'fn~ss IDLL~~ bc roquirud b&lucn 
vtha control and an mt'bosrd wiry suction. 
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2.2 Laborg,ory test2 

The weight, centre of gravity position, and pitching moment of 
inertia of each wing-aileron assembly was measured. Owing to the diffi- 
culty of removing the ailerons from the wings after manufacture, spot 
checks were made on four ailerons before assembly to determine aileron 
centre of gravity and moment of inertia about the hinge line. The models 
were manufactured in two batches and it was found that differences in 
aileron inertia characteristics existed between batches. Stiffness tests 
srere made on each wing to obtain the flexural and torsional stilfnesses 
in the line of flight at 0.7 span with the root end of the wing held 
rigidly. The aileron hinge stiffness was also measured with the wing 
held rigidly. Resonance tests were made under the same conditions, the 
nodal lines of the first three normal modes of the wing being obtained 
by means of the sand pattern technique. 

2.3 Vind tunnel and flil;ht tests 1...,,,,- -1* -.cm-___L 

In order to determine the minimum value of control hinge stiffness 
necessary to avoid aileron flutter of the wing flexure type, a series of 
low speed wind tunnel tests was made in the RAE. 5 ft wind tunnel. In 
these tests, a half wing was rigidly clamped at the root and the flutter 
speeds and frequencies were measured for a range of aileron torque bar 
stiffnesses. The maximum air speed reached in these tests was 270 feet 
per second. 

In the rocket tests each pair of wings was r&idly clamped to a 5 in. 
"Thrush" boost motor. B four fin tail assembly of standard pattern was 
attached to the motor at the venturi and a telemetry transmitter was 
carried at the front of tne motor. 

Instrumentation consisted of an accelerometer near the tip of each 
wing oriented to respond to acceleration normal to the plane of the wing. 
The transducers were at 0.95 of the semi-span and 0.23 of the chord aft 
of the leading edge, and had a maximum range of +I7 g. Leads from the 
transducers were taken to the wing root within the wing contour, and thence 
through conduit along the side of the boost motor to the telemetry trans- 
mitter. The transmitter was a miniature, multi-channel unit operating 
on a carrier frequency of 465 megacycles/second. The two accelerometers 
in a test vehicle were each sampled every six-hundredth of a second. 

The test vehicles were fired over the E.A,E, Larkhill range at an 
elevation of 15*. Ground instru;nentation at the range comprised radio 
reflection Doppler, giving the variation of velocity with time, telemetry 
receiver givin; the variation of transducer response with time, kine- 
tneodolite track& giviny trajectory, and high speed cinematography. 

3 TEST RESULTS 

3.1 Laboratory and wind_tunnel tes_t_s_ 

Details of the inertia, stiffness and resonance tests are given in 
Table 1 and Pig.3. The values of aileron frequency are those of the flight 
test condition. Lower values of aileron frequency were used in the Gvind 
tunnel tests, which were all made on wing number 3. These were zero (no 
torque bar) 12.0, 22.3 and 27.1 cycles/second. Jith the first three of 
these frequencies flutter was obtained and was observed to be of the wing 
bending-aileron rotation type. At the highest aileron frequency no flutter 
occurred up to a tunnel speed of 270 feet/second. The 'nose' of the whring 
bending-aileron rotation branch of the flutter Curve could be assumed there- 
fore to be in the region of 25 to 30 cycles/second as is shown in Fig.6 



and a minimum value of aileron frequency for the flight tests of’ 40 cycles/ 
second was chosen. The maximum value was determined by the effeotiveness 
of the aileron torque bar end fittings, and this value proved to be in the 
region of 90 cycles/second. 

3.2 Flight tests (first series1 

In the first series of flights, six models were tested, having aileron 
natural frequencies of 
Table 1). 

42, 46, 62, 68, 84 and 93 oyoles/seoond (Kodels 1-6, 

Model I (aileron frequency 42 agcles/seoondl. A very clear telemetry 
reoord of flutter was obtained for both wing transducers. The starboard 
wing began to flutter at a slightly lower speed than the port wing (Fig.I~(a)) 
and about seventeen cycles of the flutter oscillation occurred before the 
ailerons broke away from the wing. 

Model 2 (aileron frequency 48 cycles/second). Neither the telemetry 
record-@ig.4(b) nor the nigh speed oine films indicate a alear case of wing- 
aileron flutter up to 1840 feet/second, but at 918 feet/second the telemetry 
record indicates a few cycles of an oscillation with a frequency of 84 cycles/ 
second. As the model was instrumented in the starboard wi.q only, this 
oscillation could have been due to flutter of the port aileron, which would 
be unlikely to show up clearly on the opposite wing. At 1846 feet/second a 
body freedom type of flutter occurred causing wing failure2. 

Model 3 (aileron frequency 62 oycles/second). 
(Fig.&(o)) 

The telemetry reoord 
shows a clear case of flutter of the starboard wing at 791 feet/ 

second with a frequency of 79 ayoles/seaond. Both ailerons broke away from 
the wings at about 970 feet/seaond. 

Eliode1 4 (aileron frequency 68 oyales/seaondl. This model was instru- >fWP. 
mented-& both wings, and f&utter occurred at 727 feet/second with a frequency 
of 82 oyclea/seoond (Fig.4(d)). The amplitude of oscillation increased 
rather more rapidly on the port than on the starboard ning, but both maintained 
a steady amplitude for about nine oycles of oscillation after the initial 
build-up, until aileron failure occurred at a speed of 920 feet/seoond. 

Model 5 (aileron frequency 84 cycles&-eoond). This model suffered a 
failure in the telemetry transmitter at the moment of launching. Examination 
of the high speed camera reaords showed that aileron flutter occurred, 
followed by aileron failure, during the deceleration phase of the flight. 
Owing to the difficulty of detecting an aileron oscillation from the camera 
records it is impossible to say with aertainty that flutter did not occur 
during acceleration. The flutter speed obtained from the oamera records 
was 950 feet/second with aileron failure at 905 feet/second. 

Model 6 Laileron frequena.y 93 . The reoords showed no 
flutter osaillation up to a speed of when body freedom flutter 
occurred, resulting in wing failure, 
on the telemetry record (Fig.k(e)) at 

A few cycles of osoillaiion are shown 
a speed of 720 feet/second, but the 

frequenoy was approximately 30 cycles/seoond, and the oscillation was probably 
due to random excitation of the fundamental bending mode of the wing. 

3.3 FliF;ht,szsts (seoond series) w-m- 

The tests on models 1 to 6 yielded three definite cases of wing-aileron 
flutter during the aoceleration phase of the flights (Model 1, 3 and 4). It 
was decided, therefore, to repeat the tests of Models 2, 5 and 6 with Models 
7, 8 and 9. 



Model 7 (aileron freques49 cycles/second). This reached a high 
speed with no clear indimon of wing aileron flutter (Fig.lc(f)). 
Unfortunately; there was a loss of signal from the port wing accelerometer 
at the moment of launching; the starboard accelerometer continued to 
function and gave a reoord very similar to that obtained from Model 2. 
There is a very slight indication of an oscillation at a speed of 860 feet/ 
second, with a frequency in the region of 70 cycles/second, whioh could 
(like Model 2) be accounted for as flutter of the port wing whioh does not 
appear as a olear oscillation on the starboard transduoer. At 1840 feet/ 
second a body freedom type of flutter occurred which ultimately caused 
model failure. 

Model 8 (aileron frequencies 80 and 82 cycles/seo<ns). Aileron 
flutte=courred at a speed of 970 feet/seoond dzng deceleration 
(Fig&))o The flutter frequency was 73 cycles/second. Failure of the 
ailerons took place after 8 cycles of increasing amplitude when the speed 
was 950 feet/second. There was some slight indication from the telemetry 
records of a condition of low damping during acceleration at a speed of 
975 feet/seoond and frequency 70 gycles/seoond. 

Model 9 (aileron frequenoies 89 and 93 oyoles/second). The maximum 
velocity of 1915 feet/second was reached without any clear indication of 
aileron flutter. The telemetry record showed that throughout the flight, 
oscillation of the starboard wing occurred at a frequency of 180 cycles/ 
second. This frequency is olose to that of the overtone bending natural 
frequency (175 cycles/second) and it is probable that excitation of this 
mode was caused by some sort of aerodynamic disturbance. Oscillations 
of this type are a fairly common feature of rocket flutter tests, although 
it may be noted that the telemetry record gives, at first glance, a rather 
misleading picture of the amplitude of the oscillation (F&b(h)). Since 
the aocelerometer signal is proportional to the square of the frequency, 
oscillations of high frequency tend to obscure those of lower frequency; 
in Fig.4(h) the oscillations at 18G cycles/second represents amplitudes 
of a few thousandths of an inch at the transducer, which, for the overtone 
bending mode, is close to an antinode. There is however, some slight 
evidence of an oscillation at 980 feet/second having a frequency of 
70 cycles/second. It is probable that this is a condition of low damping 
due to the proximity of the flight path to the nose of the flutter boundary 
hs 5) b 

3.4 Flight tests (third series) 

The tests on Models 7, 8 and 9 tended to confirm the results of the 
tests on Models 2, 5 and 6. On the other hand it appeared unlikely that 
aileron flutter should occur at much higher speed with aileron frequenoies 
of 48 (IGodel 2) and 49 (Node1 7) than frequenoies of 42 and 62 (Eiodels 1 
and 3). It is probable that the experimental results are misleading 
although no reasonable explanation for this has been found, Delay in the 
onset of flutter could be caused by any one of a number of factors, although 
it seems an unlikely coincidence that both Models 2 and 7 should be 
similarly affected. It was decided, therefore, to test another model 
(Model 10) having an aileron frequency between those of Models 2 and 3. 
On the basis of the results of Models 5 and 8, both of whioh failed during 
deceleration, it appeared probable that the tests had been made close to 
the 'nose' of a flutter region such as that indioated in Fig.5 and this is 
to some extent oonfirmed by the apparent condition of low damping in Xodel9, 
which was mentioned above. The acceleration through the flutter region 
could have allowed insufficient time for the flutter oscillation to have 
started; particularly if the region extended only over a limited speed 
range?, In this case flutter would be expected to ocour during decelera- 
tion - because the deceleration is lower than the acceleration, so giving 

. . 6- 



more time for a flutter oscillation to build up. In order to examine the 
flutter boundary in more detail in this region two models were tested 
(Models 11 and 12) having aileron frequencies of 70 and 77 oyoles/seoond. 
Final1 
seoond 3 

although Models 6 and V (aileron frequencies of more than VO oyoles/ 
iad been flutter free (exoluding the body freedom flutter of Idode 6) 

it was felt that the aileron torque bar attachment might be unreliable at 
these frequencies, with a possibility of slip at the inboard attaohment point, 
and it was decided to use the final model (Model 13) torepeat the tests of 
Models 6 and 9. 

Uodel 10_kaileron frequencies 56 (p_ort) and J$-( m-1111 

An oscillation of JV cycles/seoond developed at 400 feet/second. 
At 570 feet/second the oscillation of the starboard wing changed to a fre- 
quency of 7V cycles/second; at the same time the port wing oscillation died 
away and at 655 feet/seoond it too changed in frequency to 79 cycles/second. 
(In fact, there was a sli 

7 
ht 

as may be seen in Fig&i .) 
differenoe in frequenoy between the two wings 

The amplitude of oscillation of both wings 
remained practically oonstant once the initial build-up had taken place, 
until at speeds of 1070 and 1140 feet/seoond on the port and starboard wings 
respeatively the osoillations started to decrease in amplitude and eventually 
died away completely. The vehicle reached a maximum speed of 1892 feet/ 
second and shortly afterwards, when the speed had dropped to I%0 feet/seoond, 
the starboard wing and aileron broke away leaving the port wing and aileron 
still attached to the boost. Later in the deoeleration phase the port wing 
started to oscillate again at 1050 feet/second (frequency VO cycles/second) 
and the osoillation continued until at 963 fcet/seoond the port aileron failed. 

Model 11 (aileron frequencies 70 (port) and 71 (starboard) CJ~~~S&~~ 

A very clear telemetry reoord of flutter was obtained (Fig.k(k)). The 
flutter began on the starboard wing at a speed of 659 feet/second and fre- 
quenoy 78 oycles/seaond; the port wing fluttered at 765 feet/seoond and 
frequency 74 cyoles/second. Both ailerons broke off at approximately 
970 feet/second. 

frequency 77 oycles second -L-J* On the telemetry 
the behaviour of the port wing was obscured by bursts of 

oscillation in the overtone bending mode at 180 cycles/second (see Note on 
Model 9). however, flutter of both wings occurred at speeds of 949 and 970 
feet/second for starboard and port wings respectively, the frequenoy being 
77 cycles/seoond for both wings. Aileron failure occurred at approximately 
1020 feet/second. 

Model 13 (aileron frequenoy 93 cycles/second) showed no indication of 
flutter throughout its flight (Fig,bc(m)) and reached a speed of 1997 feet/ 
second, when body freedom flutter oocurred, causing wing failure. 

4 DISCUSSION 03' TEST RESlJLTS 

4.1 Examination of all the rooket test results (Fig.5) shows that there 
is considerable scatter, and a definite flutter boundary oannot be established. 
The basis on which the flutter boundary indicated by the dotted curve in 
Fig,5 has been drawn is as follows. It oan be argued that flutter of a 
rapidly accelerating model may apparently occur at a higher speed than the 
oritioal flutter speed; this may be due to insufficient aerodynamic disturb- 
ance to start the oscillation at precisely the oritical speed, or to 
structural damping in the system delaying the onset of flutter, In either 
case, a time delay of, say, 0.2 of a second at an acceleration of 30s is 
equivalent to a speed change of nearly 200 feet/second. There is some 



justification, therefore, for drawing the lower boundary of the flutter curve 
so that it passes through the points of lowest critical flutter speed, It 
also seems clear that there is a limiting value of aileron frequency above 
which wing aileron flutter does not occur. Models 6 and 13 were completely 
free from flutter, whilst the records of Model 9 indicated a region of low 
damping, which would indicate the proximity of a flutter region, or perhaps 
that the model passed through a narrow flutter region but with insufficient 
time for a flutter oscillation to build up. However, Models 5 and 8 both 
fluttered in deceleration only and the shape of the flutter boundary in 
this region can be drawn as shown in Fig.5 so that it passes through the 
results of Models 5 and 8 and leaves Model 9 as a case of low damping. 
It is relevant to oonsider here the effect of acceleration on the effective 
aileron frequency of these models (see Appendix 1). During acceleration 
the effective frequencies were 83.2, 85.1 and 90.2 for still air frequencies 
of 82, 84. and 89 cycles/second. Thus for the flutter boundary shown in 
Fig.5 both Models 5 and 8 passed through the flutter region during 
acceleration, and the telemetry signal of Node1 8 does show a trace of 
oscillation during acceleration, although at a speed which is slightly 
higher than the critical speed obtained during deceleration. The remainder 
of the upper boundary of the flutter region may be drawn on the basis of 
the results for Model 10. 'Jith this model the upper boundary is deter- 
mined by the speeds at which both wings ceased to flutter during accelr?rn- 
tion and that at which the port wing started to flutter during deceleration. 

The effect of acceleration on the natural frequencies of all the 
models has been calculated. For Model Mo.1 (natural frequency at rest 
42 cycles/second) there is an increase of 68, and for Node& ~os.6 and 13 
(natural frequency 93 cycles/second) the increase is just over I$. These 
adjustments have not been included in drawing Figs.5 and 6 since at the 
higher values of control natural frequency where the most rapid variation 
in flutter speed occurs the corrections are small enough to be ignored. 

4.2 There is a distinct possibility that single degree of freedom flutter' 
(control surface 'buzz') may have occurred in the flight tests. The 
grounds on which this possibility is based are that buzz is known to have 
occurred on flutter models of an identical planform but having a thinner 
section (thickness/chord ratio of 0.06). The models of the present series 
had a thickness/chord ratio of 0.10 and the effect of thickening increases 
the likelihood of buzz. It is also known that increase of control surface 
hinge stiffness reduces the likelihood of buzz, and Broadbent' has 
suggested a criterion based on the natural frequency of the control. The 
criterion (for the avoidance of buzz) is that - 

where n = natural frequency of control (cycles/second) 

c = control mean chord (feet). 

In the present tests o = 0.25, and therefore none of the models 
comes near to satisfying the criterion. 
(n = 

However, Models 6 and 13 
93 in both oases) were free of oscillation throughout their speed 

range (other than body freedom flutter) and it would seem, therefore, that 
there are circumstances in which the criterion may be very pessimistic in 
terms of the control hinge stiffness required to avoid buzz. 

-8- 



4.3 It may be pointed out that the instrumentation of the rooket models, 
with a single transducer in the wing, would be insufficient to detect a 
single degree of freedom oscillation of the aileron. This is theoretically 
true, but in practice there will be some motion of the wing aa a result of 
the inertia coupling of wing and oontrol, although the wing motion is not 
an essential oomponent of the buzz osoillation. Previous experience of buzz 
phenomena on rooket and wind tunnel models has shown that sufficient motion 
of the wing generally occur3 for wing transducers to indicate the osoillation. 

4.4 For a number of the models, reference has been made to a body freedom 
type of flutter that caused model failure, This has been investigated 
theoretioally2, and was found to be due to a coupling between wing bending and 
the symmetric body freedoms of pitch and normal translation. As this type of 
flutter is unaffeoted by the control surfaces, or vioe versa, no further 
reference is made to it in this Mote. 

5 CALCTJLATIONS 

5.1 Flutter calculation3 were made to compare with the experimental results. 
Although all the models were nominally to the same design, the laboratory 
teats showed that differences did exist (Table 1). It was decided, however, 
in order to make a general comparison between experiment and calculation, to 
assume in the calculations that all the models were struoturally and aero- 
dynamically identical. An "average" model was chosen, for which the inertia 
details are given in Table 2. Three wing distortion modes were used in the 
caloulations (i) a fundamental bending mode at a frequenoy of 29 cycles/ 
second (ii) a fundamental torsion mode - frequency 72 oycles/sesond - having 
a nodal line at 0.338 chord (iii) an overtone bending mode - frequenoy 495 
cycles/second. The modes were those for a uniform cantilever beam. The 
fourth mode was, of Course, aileron rotation. The aerodpanio derivatives 
were those appropriate to two-dimensional incompressible flow3 for a fre- 
quency parameter of unity with a oorreotion faotor for wing aspect ratio&, 
The co$reotion applied was to multiply derivatives by 

and the damping derivatives by 

A is the full span aspect ratio 

and 
f(A) = , +y . 

( > 

The oontrol surface and oroas coupling derivatives were unfaotored. 

5.2 The results of the oaloulations are shown by the full line of Fig.6. 
The left-hand branoh of the flutter curve corresponds to the wing flexure- 
aileron rotation flutter of the wind tunnel tests. Reasonable agreement is 
obtained with the wind tunnel tests in which flutter occurred, but the value 
of aileron frequency which ia necessary to eliminate this type of flutter is 
higher in the calculations than in the teats. The right-hand branch of the 
flutter Curve - the wing torsion- aileron rotation branch - shows poor agree- 
ment with the rocket test results. No upper boundary of the flutter region 
could be found in the calculations, and there was no limiting value of 
aileron frequency for this type of flutter in the range examined (up to 
110 cycles/second). Since the aerodynamic derivatives used in the calcula- 
tions are appropriate to zero !iaoh number good agreement between calculation 
and experiment would not be expected in the high subsonic region. Never- 
theleas, the discrepancies at lower Mach numbers (for instance, in the region 
of aileron frequency up to 50 cycles/second) indicate the need for further 
theoretioal investigation. 
subject of a separate report. 

This ia being undertaken, and will form the 
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6 coNcLusIol% -I__ly 

6,1 The rocket tests as a whole show the limitations of the technique 
in an investigation of this type, Because of the high scatter in the 
results, the determination of 'the flutter boundary cannot be made with 
accuracy. One would exi2ect tillat a wind tunnel test would establish the 
lower flutter boundary of wing torsion - aileron rotation flutter with 
much more precision, although it is unlikely that an upper boundary could 
be determined easily, Moreover, tunnel interf erenoe effects in the 
transonic region could lead to inaccuracies. Nevertheless, the advantage 
of control over the test, and the facility for more comprehensive instru- 
mentation of models give the wind tunnel technique a major advantage over 
the rocket technique, 

6.2 One unknown in the tests described has been the effect of control 
surface buzz. Whilst it has been possible to establish that buzz has not 
occurred for the models with a high value of,aileron natural frequency, it 
has not been possible to establish a positive region in which buzz does 
oocur. This is in any case difficult, even in a wind tunnel test, but 
there would seem to be a case in control surface flutter investigations 
at high subsonic speeds, for making a preliminary investigation of buzz 
characteristios. This could be done either by using a model with a very 
stiff wing (so that coupled flutter will not occur) or by bracing the 
actual flutter model so as to increase the wing stiffness. Clearly the 
second method is unsuitable for a rocket test but the first may be Tossible. 

6.3 The test results showed that there was a value of control surface 
natural frequency above which flutter involving the aileron did not occur. 
This value was some 10 to 20 per cent higher than the frequency of the 
fundamental torsion mode of the wing. 

6.4 Plutter calculations using two-dimensional incompressible flow 
aerodynamic derivatives showed reasonable agreement at the low speeds 
associated with wing flexure - aileron rotation flutter, but compared 
poorly with the rocket test results for wing torsion - aileron rotation 
flutter. In particular the calculations did not indicate a value of con- 
trol natural frequency above which this ty->e of flutter would be 
eliminated. 
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APPENDIX 

THE EB'FECT OF LONGITUDIIQ& ACCELERATION ON COiWROL FRE@JlQJCY \uw*y-o .- me* -.-a.-- . wu *__- 

Consider a wing carrying a control surface which is restrained by a 
torsion bar on the hinge line of stiffness K. Let the mass of the oontrol 
be m and its moment of inertia about the hinge line be I. Let x be the 
distance of the control centre of gravity aft of the hinge line. 

If the wing is accelerating in a forward direotion with acceleration 
'at then for a rotation /3 of the control about the hinge line there is a 
restoring moment M due to the acceleration where:- 

* :5,: = mea.x sin P 
2 m.a,d if f3 1s small 

The stii'fness due to acceleration is therefore ,$ven by p = I& arXr 
and the natural frequency of the control w (ignoring aerodynamic forces) 
is given by:- 

w2 = IC + m.a. x 2 -w*-- = x 
I wn+a 2 

17 

where o is the natural frequency at rest in still air, and k is the radius 
of gyra ion of the control about the hinge line. Ic3* 

For an accelerating wing ('a' positive) the natural frequency of the 
control w will be increased over the static value w if the control is under- 
massbalanced (x positive) and decreased if it is ov&massbalanced (x negative). 
During deceleration ('a' negative) the opposite occurs. 

For a typical rocket vehicle the acceleration increases rapidly at 
boost ignition and then remains virtually constant until the boost motor is 
fully burnt. Subsequently there is a deceleration, so that the aoceleration- 
time curve for the vehicle will be as shown in Fig.7. If now a control 
surface flutter test is being made for which the flutter charaoteristios 
are as shown in Fig.8 and the control under test has a natural frequency of 
W, the effective natural frequency during the various stages of the flight 
is indicated by the dotted lines of Fig.& Thus, in this example, flutter 
will be avoided during acceleration but will occur at the upper boundary 
during deceleration. 

Longitudinal aoceleration will also have an effect on the torsional 
stiffness of the main surface. There will be an effective increase in stiff- 
ness if (as is usual) the inertia axis lies aft of the flexural axis. 

In practice, the wing stiffness is so large that the acceleration 
contribution to wing stiffness is usually negligible, but this may not be so 
in the case of control hinge line stiffness. 

.a .  -<--w_ I  -  
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me 
lb f-k/ Flexural 

rad axis 

summary of test results 
-s 

I 
Wing fileror 

pitching weight 
K in. lb 

fkileron 
mass 

moment 

---I 
lb in. 

‘f Overtone ! 1ileron 
bending ' 

frequency frequency 

C/S c/s 

P 
2 s 

12560 
?I420 

P 
4 s 

7809 
7809 

200 93 
195 93 

197 49 
2c2 .lcP 

1-P 80 
172 82 

i i 

6 p 8720 
S -I1750 

i 9900 
7 : 1 9520 

8 p / 9180 

s i’Orn 

1710 I 0.348 5.61 0.358 ' 1 3.35) 2280 0.662 
I 

0.352 5.81 0.360 
1 

3.40) 
t  

I  1 t  !  

“55 = flexural stiffness at 0.7 spm 
me = torsional stiffness at 0.7 Span 
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Control surface flutter of the wing torsion-control rotation type has 
been investigated for an unswept wing with an under-massba!anced, half span, 
outboard aileron. Thirteen pairs of lvings were tested, using ground 
launched rocket (‘riven vehicles, and a range of values of aileron natural 
frequency was covered. The test results showed considerable scatter, but 
enabled upper and lower limits of a flutter boundary to be determined 
approximately. It was established that aileron flutter could be eliminated 
on the models tested provided the aileron frequency exceeded the wing 
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